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GROUND-BASED GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY�Oker C. de JagerSpae Researh Unit, Pothefstroom University for CHEPothefstroom 2520, South AfriaE-mail: okkie�fskodj.puk.a.za(Reeived May 24, 1999)This paper provides a brief review of ground-based -ray Astronomy.It is intended to disuss the basi observational tehniques, tehnologialonstraints, and the advantages of going down in threshold energy. Someof the major disoveries are listed � galati and extragalati. We disusssome of the sienti� returns as otained from observations of TeV souressuh as the Crab nebula, shell remnants, and ative galati nulei. Eahsoure provides us with a rihness of new physis, whih prompt us tobuilt larger telesopes and better photon detetion devies to go down inthreshold energy, so that ground-based observatories an overlap in energywith spae observatories.PACS numbers: 95.55.�n, 95.85.Pw1. IntrodutionPartile Astropysis is an extremely broad �eld, and over topis on nu-lear and other elementary partiles as they our in the universe. Whereaswe are limited on Earth by the size of the aelerators, the unique onditionsprevailing in osmi soures allow us to reah the highest partile energiesin the universe. The limitation from an Astropartile viewpoint is that weannot �order� reations, as we do in the laboratory. We are therefore givena senario by nature, and we have to identify what we are seeing. One wehave disovered a proess in the osmos, we may even predit where to seethe proess again, if we have gained su�ient understanding of what is goingon. From the disussions below the reader will �nd that synhro-Comptonproesses dominate the detetions of osmi -ray soures. This is beausethe inverse Compton (IC) proess is suh an e�ient mehanism to produe-rays, and if the soure is not apable to provide a soft photon �eld at-ing as target for the IC proess, the abundant 2.7K CMBR still provide anabundant soure of target photons for this proess.� Presented at the XXVII International Meeting on Fundamental Physis, SierraNevada, Granada, Spain, February 1�5, 1999.(2293)



2294 O.C. de JagerTehnologial breakthroughs allow us to improve the quality of obser-vations, and this also de�ne new windows on fundamental physis. Thepurpose of this leture is to highlight some of the areas where we have madeprogress, and what type of information is gained from osmi observations.Cosmi ray studies is onsidered to be a branh of Partile Astrophysis,and X- and -ray Astronomy were inluded in Cosmi ray studies untilsigni�ant breakthrough were made with the design of X-ray detetors.This resulted in the development of X-ray Astronomy as an independentbranh of Astronomy, where the number of X-ray soures adds up to morethan a million. Gamma-ray Astronomy, however, were slower to develop:Whereas ground-based -ray Astronomy struggled to produe onviningresults, spae-borne detetors had a relatively good start sine the early1970's with the launh of the SAS-2 detetor, and later COS-B and CGROinstruments. The spae-borne -ray observatories were able to rejet a signif-iant part of the bakground, but the angular resolution remains a problem.The latter property is important to resolve the positions of osmi -rayemission.Ground-based -ray Astronomy involves the plaement of a detetor atground level. The inoming osmi -ray (with energy well above a GeV)reates an eletron-photon asade, with a �erenkov light pulse whih is de-tetable at ground level. The pulse duration is a few nanoseonds, whereasthe lateral distribution of the shower extends over a radius of about 200meters. The failure to detet soures with on�dene in the past was mainlydue to the poor sensitivity of these detetors. Prior to the invention of theimaging tehnique (Weekes & Turver, 1977; Weekes et al. 1989), we had torely on �ux olletors rejeting only the night sky bakground, but none ofthe dominant harged osmi ray indued showers. With several telesopesrunning now on the imaging priniple, we an now identify soures with anangular resolution of 0.1 to 0.2 degrees. Ground-based -ray Astronomytherefore reahed the level where it an identify new soures with signi�-antly improved angular resolution ompared to satellites, but the �ux ofphotons is still small ompared to -ray �uxes from sub GeV soures as seenby satellites.The detetion of -rays from osmi soures an either be the result ofaelerated harges produing high energy -rays, or, partiles of a highermass sale whih deay to produe the observable -rays. This may inludesoures of -rays whih involve non-standard physis. Astrophysial motiva-tion for non-standard physis omes from the study of dark matter, as wellas from the existene of osmi rays with energies exeeding 1020 eV (Ong,1998).Sine we are attempting to overlap the energy thresholds of spae- andground-based experiments, we have to be able to detet the weakest possible



Ground-Based Gamma-Ray Astronomy 2295signals with nanoseond resolution. This pushes the tehnology of photondetetion devies to their limits. Whereas the present limit on the thresholdof -ray detetors are around 100 GeV, there are attempts to move down to10 GeV or even lower (see e.g. Barrio et al. 1998). This will however requirethe operation of high quantum e�ieny devies suh as avalanhe photodiodes, but with lower noise levels ompared to what is urrently availableon the market. Improved pre-amps for weak signals will also be requiredto reah new tehnologial breakthroughs. Suh breakthroughs also implytehnologial spino�s whih are useful for ommerial appliations.A review of ground-based -ray Astronomy will be given, whih willbe followed by a brief review of the various types of soures whih havebeen deteted, with an emphasis on the physis that we learn from suhobservations.2. The imaging atmospheri �erenkov tehniqueIt seems as if nature regulates the prodution of photons in osmisoures, in the sense that there are many low energy photons, but veryfew photons of the highest energies. This gives some sort of �equipartition�between energies, whih means that we should expet muh less soures atTeV energies. This is no surprise, sine we know of only a few TeV soures,and their �uxes are of the order of 10�11 photons.m�2.s�1. To detet suha soure within an hour, we learly need a olletion area of the order ofA � 108 � 109 m2, to give enough photons above the bakground of thoseosmi ray showers whih failed to be rejeted by any imaging tehnique.We are fortunate that -rays, upon entering the atmosphere of earth,produe �erenkov �ashes with a radii between 100 and 200 meters, so thatolletion areas of the order of 108 - 109 m2 are naturally reahed. DetailedMonte Carlo studies of �erenkov showers due to hadrons and -rays havebeen made by several authors using programs suh as MOCCA, SIBYLL,CORSIKA and KASKADE (see Ong, 1998 for referenes and more detaileddisussions). These programs agree on the 10�15% level (Ong, 1998), sothat we expet to get onsistent spetra for soures if measured by di�erentexperiments, unless systemati e�ets introdue o�sets. One a soure hasbeen deteted, we an �easily" simulate the response of the -ray detetor toinoming -rays, given the sensitivity of the photon detetion devie. Thisde�nes a olletion area for showers above the threshold of detetion, andhene a �ux for the soure. Observations of the Crab Nebula (see Fig. 1) byvarious groups resulted in onverging �ux measurements (within systematiunertainties), whih indiate that soure physis an be seriously studied.



2296 O.C. de Jager

Fig. 1. The -ray spetrum of the Crab nebula from 100 keV to 5� 1013 eV. Thedata below 30 GeV are from CGRO (de Jager et al. 1994), whereas the data above300 GeV are from Whipple (solid box indiating total error � Weekes et al. 1997),HEGRA CT-system (long dashed line � average spetrum from Konopelko et al.1998), and CANGAROO (short dashed box indiating total error � Tanimori etal. 1998). The model alulations are from de Jager et al. (1996), representinga variable synhrotron uto�, as well as three steady inverse Compton spetraorresponding to the three values of � as indiated. Reprodued from de Jager etal. 1996.2.1. Basi telesope parameters, onstraints and improvementsThe basi requirement for a telesope is a large enough mirror olle-tion area Am, so that the threshold energy is a minimum. The density of�erenkov photons produed by a -ray shower of energy E within a fewnanoseonds at an observation depth of 830 g/m2, is roughly (from Fig. 4of Ong 1998) �(E) � 100E1:15TeV m�2:The total signal seen by a fast photon detetor with quantum e�ieny� � 0:2 during the �erenkov �ash, is then equal toS(E) = �(E)A� � 63� r1 m�2 � �0:2�E1:15TeV;photoeletrons for a mirror radius of r = 1 m (assuming 100% re�etivity),and assuming that the amera FOV is about 4 degrees. Suh a large FOVis required to sample the shower at all angles from the inident diretion,using an imaging �amera�, onsisting of a few hundred pixels (roughly 0.1degree FOV per pixel).



Ground-Based Gamma-Ray Astronomy 2297The night sky bakground also produes random signals, but they anbe removed by taking fast oinidenes between pixels within a gate timeof a few nanoseonds. It is interesting to note that the threshold energy ofa present 10 meter lass detetor suh as Whipple (see Ong 1998 for refer-enes) is only � 250 GeV, even though we expet � 50 photoeletrons froma 50 GeV -ray shower. Apart from aspets suh as mirror quality and lightguiding, the type of �o�-the-rak� integrated iruits (with their own internalnoise) on PC-boards usually limit gate times to � 10 ns and relatively largethresholds. Some redution in threshold an be expeted if one employs asolid state approah with an optimal layout to math the � 5 ns durationof a typial -ray shower. Muh more e�ort should also be put into theprodution of high quantum e�ieny photo detetors, suh as avalanhephoto diodes (APD), whih an operate at � � 0:8. I forsee a solution forthe problem of the internal noise of APDs, as well as the preamps to detetsignals lose to the single photon level with a bandwidth of a GHz. Thiswill introdue a new dimension in -ray Astronomy, as well as new applia-tions in high speed tomography in e.g. aner detetion and various otherappliations. The �rst appliations of future -ray Astronomy tehniques inaner detetion was ahieved by the MPI für Physik in Münhen. One theabovementioned solutions are employed, we should see a signi�ant shift intehnology on various fronts.2.2. Present and future -ray observatoriesOng (1998) lists a number of ground-based observatories whih had su-esses in deteting -rays from osmi soures. Di�erent observational teh-niques are used, but the basi approahes are: (a) single stand alone tele-sopes, (b) telesope arrays working in stereo, () solar type arrays, (d)air shower arrays, and (e) under-water �erenkov detetors. Detailed de-sriptions of these observatories were reported at the Kruger National ParkWorkshop (see Towards a Major Atmospheri �erenkov Detetor�V, 1997,Westprint, Pothefstroom, ed. O.C. de Jager). These Proeedings and thereview of Ong also list some future experiments, whih inlude large 11 meterlass telesopes working in stereo (VERITAS & HESS � � 40 GeV thresh-old), up to a single stand alone 17 meter lass telesope whih is aimed at athreshold of 10�30 GeV (MAGIC).The aim of these experiments is to redue the threshold, so that wean overlap with spae experiments suh as EGRET on the CGRO. Weshould then be able to detet the high energy tails of -ray bursts, see tothe edge of the population of -ray emitting AGN, probe the pulsed emis-sion from radio/-ray pulsars, and map the galati plane in -rays whereinverse Compton sattering is expeted to dominate over the �0 omponent.



2298 O.C. de JagerWhereas the earth's magneti �eld is expeted to distort the images of -rayshowers near 10 GeV to a ertain degree, we still expet the angular reso-lution of 10 GeV showers to be muh better than the � 1 degree resolutionof EGRET in the GeV range. Not only are we gaining in resolution, butwe are also gaining signi�antly in olletion area � ompare a olletion ofa few thousand m2 near 10 GeV to the � 1 m2 olletion area of EGRET.The proton bakground is nearly absent below 40 GeV, whereas the eletroninitiated showers mimi -ray showers in shape � but not in diretion, sothat imaging tehniques are expeted to remove a signi�ant amount of theeletron and muon bakground. We an therefore expet to resolve/identifysome of the unidenti�ed EGRET soures with ground based tehniques.3. The Crab nebula as a standard andleThe Crab nebula (the event of AD1054) is onsidered to be standard an-dle of X-ray and -ray Astronomy. New telesopes/instruments are usuallyalibrated against the Crab. The advantage of the Crab is that it providesus with two soures at the same loation for alibration purposes.3.1. The 33 ms Crab pulsarThe Crab pulsar with period P = 33 ms and period derivative _P =422 � 10�15 s/s provides enough spindown energy to sustain the observedplerioni emission from its surrounding nebula. The pulsar onverts onlya few perent of its spindown power to a broad band ontinuum of pulsedemission from optial to � 10 GeV or higher.Nolan et al. (1996) deteted no deviation of the pulsed intensity relativeto the power law radiation omponent at E > 10 GeV. This is in ontrastto the onstraining upper limits plaed at E > 0:2 TeV (see Ong 1998 for asummary). The spetrum must therefore turn over or ut o� between � 30and 200 GeV. The pulsed �ux around 10 GeV is � 10�4 photons.m�2.s�1,and for an expeted (future) olletion area of between 103 and 104 m2 at10 GeV, we expet between 0.1 and 1 Hz in the pulsed omponent. Thepulsed omponent an be exploited to optimise the imaging parameters forthe lowest energy showers and to study the e�et of the earth's magneti�eld on the shape of -ray images. Suh studies ould lead to improvedangular resolution near 10 GeV.



Ground-Based Gamma-Ray Astronomy 22993.2. The unpulsed nebular omponentBefore the disovery of pulsars, Gould (1965) exploited standard synhro-Compton theory to show that the optial/X-ray synhrotron nebula shouldalso be responsible for the inverse Compton sattering of IR/optial photonsinto the TeV -ray range. Detetable �ux levels were predited. It wasonly after the employment of the atmospheri imaging tehnique during the1980's, when the Whipple group reported the detetion of a 20� signi�antsignal from the Crab nebula (Vaanti et al. 1991).De Jager et al. (1996) have shown that the Crab nebular synhrotronspetrum, whih is seen to be on�ned to a torus in hard X-rays, and isbelieved to be due to relativisti shok aeleration in the torus, shouldterminate around a harateristi synhrotron energy ofh�max = ( 34� )2hr0 = 25 MeV; (2)where r0 is the lassial eletron radius. We see that this general maximumis independent of the eletron energy and magneti �eld strength in theaeleration region. This parameter-independent maximum arises from theexpetation that the fastest aeleration timesale for an eletron in a shok-or wave-type environment is the eletron gyro period. This maximum isfundamental and was learly deteted by de Jager et al. as a uto� inthe EGRET spetrum of the Crab nebula. Fig. 1 shows the Crab nebularspetrum and the uto� below � 100 MeV is learly seen. The omponentbetween 1 and 100 MeV is observed to be variable (de Jager et al. 1996), asexpeted from the short synhrotron lifetime of eletrons with energies near1 PeV at the pulsar wind shok, whih is at a distane of � 0:1 p from thepulsar.Above this uto�, a hard omponent was seen to emerge above � 100MeV, whih may be due to the inverse Compton sattering of radio to IRemitting eletrons in the Crab nebula. To laim this one must have a on-sistent model for the magneti �eld distribution in the nebula, sine a pop-ulation of injeted partiles produe synhrotron radiation (whih shouldmath the spatially resolved synhrotron emissivity � de Jager & Harding1992), as well as the observed high energy (HE) to very high energy (VHE)-ray spetrum up to multi-TeV energies. The HE to VHE spetrum wasmodelled to be due to inverse Compton sattering. In Fig. 1 we an see thatthe observed spetrum above 100 MeV is more intense than predited by deJager et al. If this omponent is due to inverse Compton sattering of radioto infrared emitting eletrons, it would mean that the true �eld strength inthe outer nebula is smaller than predited by Kennel & Coroniti (1984).The multi-TeV -ray spetrum of the Crab nebula also probes the in-ner part of the nebula, and originates from the same eletron population



2300 O.C. de Jagerwhih radiates synhrotron hard X-rays to < 100 MeV -rays, exept thatthe multi-TeV -rays result from IC by the same eletron population. TeVObservations, more reent than those used by de Jager et al. (1996), on�rmthat � = 0:003 (see Fig. 1). This is also onsistent with the predition byKennel & Coroniti (1984). This ��� parameter is the ratio of eletromag-neti pressure relative to the partile pressure at the pulsar wind shok, andthe hange from � = 1 to suh a small value is the result of the shok for-mation in the relativisti pulsar wind. A low � is also required for partileaeleration.

Fig. 2. The magneti �eld strength of the Crab nebula as a funtion of radius r(in p) from the pulsar, from the 1-D alulation of Kennel & Coroniti (1984).The �eld distribution depends on the � parameter of the shok as shown by thetwo dashed lines. The solid lines represent the orresponding average �eld seen bypartiles on�ned to radii less than r. The size of the nebula at 1 keV and 50 keVare shown by the arrows. The redution in size towards inreasing energy is dueto synhrotron burno� e�ets.Fig. 2 shows a plot of the �eld distribution B(r) (from Kennel & Coroniti1984) as a funtion of the radius r (1-D model) from the pulsar. Synhrotronburno� e�ets on�ne partiles between 0.1 p and a maximum value of r,suh that the partiles �see� an average �eld hBi as indiated in Fig. 2. Thesize of the synhrotron nebula at a given synhrotron energy is indiated byan arrow to the left. Sine the multi-TeV part of the spetrum orresponds tohard X-rays (around 50 keV), it is lear that the multi-TeV spetrum is quitesensitive to the value of �, whereas the sub-TeV range should be insensitiveto � � this is also learly seen in Fig. 1. The observed multi-TeV spetrumtherefore favours a value of � � 0:003.However, at �rst glane the reader would argue that the inverse Comptonspetrum annot depend on B, whih is quite true, but sine we have to �x



Ground-Based Gamma-Ray Astronomy 2301the observed spatially resolved synhrotron (up to 50 keV) and unresolvedIC spetra, we have to �nd B(r) and the number of partiles (whih will alsodepend on r) whih would satisfy all the observational onstraints. Sine theTeV �ux is not spatially resolved, we annot obtain a unique solution for theradial distribution of B(r). We therefore fore B(r) from Kennel & Coronition the data, but leaving only � as a free parameter. This also leaves a uniquesolution for N(E), whih would reprodue the observed spatially resolved,frequeny dependent synhrotron emissivities, as well as the total observedTeV spetrum. By dereasing �, we derease B, so that we have to inreasethe number of partiles to onserve the observed synhrotron spetrum. Thisautomatially inreases the expeted IC �ux as seen in Fig. 1.By observing the multi-TeV spetrum of the Crab nebula, we obtain ameasurement of the strength of the pulsar wind shok at a distane of 0.1 pfrom the pulsar. This information is important for any model of the Crabnebular MHD �ow.4. Supernova shells as osmi souresHigh energy osmi rays are believed to originate in the shoks of su-pernova shells, where the large mah number and disontinuous jump of the�ow veloity aross the shok reate ideal onditions for the aeleration ofharged partiles if the shok is ollissionless. With eah shok rossing, thepartile gains an amount of energy, whih is proportional to its energy. Thisproess ontinues until the aeleration timesale is longer than the fastestloss timesale, in whih ase the partiles reah a maximum energy (see thereview of Völk 1977.) In the previous setion we saw how this proess leadsto a uto� energy near 25 MeV for the Crab synhrotron spetrum at thepulsar wind shok, as a result of synhrotron losses.Protons and heavier elements are expeted to be aelerated by suhshoks, in whih ase we an expet the prodution of very high energyosmi rays. The detetion of high energy -rays from SNRs by the EGRETinstrument, prompted Drury, Aharonian & Völk (1994) to alulate the -ray spetra from these SNRs, given the normalisation provided by EGRET.A detetable omponent of TeV -rays was predited, given the presene ofmoleular material in/near the SNRs, whih an onvert most of the energyof a proton into -rays. However, TeV observations of EGRET SNRs onlyrevealed upper limits � some below preditions. Compare the preditions byDrury, Aharonian & Völk (1994) with more reent onstraining TeV upperlimits (Völk 1997).



2302 O.C. de Jager4.1. W44 � a omposite remnantW44 is a radio/X-ray omposite remnant with a entral pulsar (PSRB1853+01, period 0.267 s) showing weak plerioni emission near the pulsarwith a spetrum as indiated in Fig. 3 by the solid line labelled �PWN�. TheX-rays are thermal as shown by the dashed line marked �W44 (entral)�.The radio shell is however non-thermal synhrotron (marked �W44 (shell)�by the dot-dashed line). The radio spetrum is onsistent with a powerlaw with an index of � = 0:33, whih is harder than typial shell spetra.EGRET deteted -rays between 70 MeV and 10 GeV from this remnant(Esposito et al. 1996) as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The observed multiwavelength spetrum of W44 - see de Jager & Mas-tihiadis (1996) for referenes: dot-dashed line � radio synhrotron spetrum in-luding a uto� at �b = 3 � 1012 Hz; open boxes � thermal X-ray energy �uxesof W44 (the thermal turnover at � < kT=h is not inluded); solid irles witherror bars � EGRET energy �uxes; upper limit `W' � Whipple upper limit at� = 9 � 1025 Hz; solid triangle with base between 1011 Hz and 1020 Hz � ob-served radio/X-ray synhrotron spetrum of the pulsar wind nebula. The �ts tothe -ray data given two hoies of the mean moleular loud density n and shell�eld strength B as indiated: short dashed lines � relativisti bremstrahlung; longdashed lines � inverse Compton; thik solid lines � sum of bremstrahlung andinverse Compton. Reprodued from Mastihiadis & de Jager (1996).De Jager & Mastihiadis (1996) took W44 as an example of a typialEGRET SNR whih was not deteted in TeV, so that we only have a TeVupper limit as indiated by the upper limit marked �W� (for Whipple �Lessard et al. 1995). De Jager & Mastihiadis have shown that the observedEGRET -rays may be due to relativisti bremstrahlung by radio emittingeletrons in the shell. The observed steepening/uto� between 10 GeV andTeV energies may then be due to the natural turnover/uto� of the spetrum



Ground-Based Gamma-Ray Astronomy 2303of radio emitting eletrons. In fat, many of the EGRET SNRs whih werethought to be due to osmi ray proton interations with moleular louds,may be the result of relativisti bremstrahlung of radio emitting eletronsin SNR shells, whih are interating with adjaent moleular louds. Thismeans that we do not yet have diret evidene for SNRs as the soures ofosmi rays suh as protons and heavier elememts.4.2. SN1006 � a shell-type remnantThe more interesting ase is when the synhrotron spetrum does notut o� in the far infrared, but rather extends towards optial/X-rays. Mas-tihaidis & de Jager (1996), Pohl (1996) and Yoshida & Yanagita (1997)took SN1006 as an example of shok aelertion of eletrons extending tomulti-TeV energies, resulting in the synhrotron bright rims seen northeast(NE) and southwest (SW) of the pulsar as seen in Fig. 4. Mastihiadis &de Jager (1996) did a detailed alulation of the time dependent shok a-eleration proess and showed that the best �t of the model synhrotronspetrum to the observations gives a maximum eletron energy of (Eq. 6 ofMastihiadis & de Jager)Emax = 1:5� 107 �Bf � erg;where B is the �eld strength in gauss and f is the �gyrofator� whih isde�ned as the partile mean free path relative to the gyroradius.CANGAROO (Tanimori et al. 1998) deteted TeV -rays only fromthe NE rim of the shell, but none from the SW shell. Whereas the tworims (whih are at angles of less than 180 degrees relative to the enter ofthe shell) are rougly of equal brightness in synhrotron as seen in Fig. 4, theobserved di�erenes are large at TeV energies. Various authors (Mastihiadis& de Jager 1996; Pohl 1996; Yoshida & Yanagita 1997) have shown that theIC sattering of the 2.7K osmi mirowave bakground by X-ray emittingeletrons explains the observed -ray spetrum with reasonable parameters.Fig. 5 shows the spetra of the two rims, normalised to the observed�uxes, if we interpret the TeV emission as IC as disussed above. This wouldimply that the magneti �eld strength is larger in the SW ompared to theNE, but then the number of partiles have to onspire to give equal strengthsin synhrotron, whereas the muh smaller number of partiles SW result inthe non-detetion at TeV energies. By ombining the synhrotron and inverseCompton spetra/observations of SNR shells, we obtain a measurement of thevariation of B along the rim. However, polarisation studies whih indiatethe �eld orientation, has to be ombined with shok models to see if thedi�erenes between NE and SW an be adequately explained. Note that
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Fig. 4. ASCA image of SN1006, showing the NE (upper left) and SW (lower right)bright rims of synhrotron emission. Reprodued from the publi ASCA imagearhives of Supernova Remnants.

Fig. 5. The integral -ray �ux of SN1006 as deteted by CANGAROO (two solidboxes with upward arrows) from the northeastern rim (NE), as well as the or-responding upper limits for the SW rim given the non-detetion. The solid- andlong-dashed lines represent the spetra for the NE and SW rims respetively, withthe parameters as indiated. The dot-dash line represent the mean spetrum byYoshida & Yanagita (1997).



Ground-Based Gamma-Ray Astronomy 2305Mastihiadis & de Jager (1996) assumed a parallel shok on�guration allaround the rim, whih is learly not realisti.Finally, we also have to revisit the possibility of �o prodution in the shellof SN1006 to see if this SNR an be onsidered as a real osmi ray soure,rather than just another soure of VHE eletrons.5. Extragalati souresOver 50 blazars (Ative Galati Nulei or AGN with jets pointing to-wards Earth) have been deteted as -ray soures by the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (see e.g. Thompson et al. 1996). Whereas the spetraextend up to 10-30 GeV, only a few AGNs have been deteted at TeV ener-gies. These are alled the BL La objets (see Ong 1998 for a review), andare on average loser to Earth ompared to other EGRET blazars. Steker,de Jager & Salamon (1996) have made the point that X-ray seleted Bl Lasare andidates for TeV emission, sine the energy output peaks towards theX-rays, whereas the radio seleted BL Las emit lower frequeny radiationon average.A harateristi feature of AGNs in general is that you have a entralblak hole of � 104 to � 107 solar mass whih aretes matter from theenter of the host galaxy. This aretion proess ats like a dynamo proess,whih drives a narrow jet as a result of the release of angular momentum.Sine the out�ow is relativisti, we see doppler shifted emission and on-trated timesales as a result of the bulk �ow along the jet axis. Eletronsand possibly protons are aelerated in the jet (probably due to the Fermiaeleration by shoks in the jet). The eletron omponent is again learlyvisible as a synhrotron omponent, whereas the expeted inverse Comptonomponent may aount for the observed -radiation.The time variability of these soures provide an interesting diagnosti:not only do we get a measure of the size of the system from the observedtimesale for variation, but we an also measure the inrease of the -raysignal relative to its synhrotron ounterpart at X-ray energies. If the rela-tive inrease in the -ray signal is larger than the orresponding inrease inX-rays, it means that the synhrotron-self Compton proess must be opera-tional, sine both the target (synhrotron) photon density (for IC sattering)and the number of eletrons must have inreased. The observed IC signalis then the produt of the target density and the number of eletrons (to azeroth order).Multiwavelength observations of Mkn 421 and Mkn 501 have shown or-related optial, X-ray and TeV ativity (see the reviews by Petry 1997, Brad-bury 1997 and Krennrih 1997). In fat, the orrelation oe�ient betweenX-rays and TeV -rays maximises at a time lag of �t = 0, with r = 0:61,



2306 O.C. de Jagerwhih is very signi�ant given all the data points onsidered (Aharonian etal. 1999). This is onsistent with a synhro-Compton origin for the TeV.The amplitudes of the TeV �ares are also larger than the orresponding X-ray �are amplitudes, whih hints at a �self-Compton� origin. This meansthat the target photon density must also be time variable, and is orrelatedwith the X-ray intensity. This rules out a steady disk origin for the targetphotons.The 15 minute variability timesale for Mkn 421 onstrain the size ofthe emission region to less than 10�4 p (Gaidos et al. 1996). A similarminimum variability timesale was observed for Mkn 501 (Aharonian et al.1999), and with similar doppler fators, we arrive at the same emission size,and probably blak hole mass.Sine the spetrum of Mkn 501 extends to higher energies ompared toMkn 421, the e�et of the intergalati absorption was seen more learly as aurvature in the spetrum of Mkn 501. Konopelko et al. (1999) have shownthat the intrinsi spetrum of Mkn 501 is onsistent with an E�2 photonspetrum. The absorption of multi-TeV photons beome more pronounedabove 10 TeV as a result of the intergalati absorption of suh photons bythe intergalati infrared �eld (Steker & de Jager 1998).We learly see the e�et of absorption above � 10 TeV from for soures atredshifts of z � 0:03. This is also expeted given the minimum levels of theintergalati infrared �eld density set by the ISOCAM and DIRBE/FIRAS(COBE) instruments (de Jager & Dwek 1999). Observations above 10 GeVwill ertainly shift the -ray horison to larger redshifts, sine lower energy-rays will need to be absorbed by UV light in the universe, of whih thedensity is muh lower ompared to the IR density, resulting in larger meanfree paths for 10 GeV -rays.6. ConlusionsI have only managed to srath on the surfae of ground-based -rayastrophysis. The present detetors operating above 100 GeV have alreadymade signi�ant detetions and disoveries, whih have enrihed us beyondexpetation.By this time the reader should realise that -ray astronomy does notgive us only one or two answers, but eah new detetion opens a wide rangeof new physis and new disoveries.By going down to 10 GeV with next generation telesopes, we expetto inrease the sienti� output by at least a fator of 10, sine we willoverlap in energy with a spae-borne instrument suh as EGRET, but withthe advantage of a muh larger olletion area, as well as better angularresolution. The latter an be quanti�ed (and improved) by observing pulsed
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